Problem =
EPR standards

Making people follow standards in SKD.

Hypothesis

If you don't know what to do, apply ISO 9000 via a CMAS format through the use of SPC and tools.
Is Feynman's paper about change management?

I believe the in the following idea: 9) Bounds: "inviolability"

1) Select intruding standards
and get unusual connected
to the standard.

2) WG MGD

3) Apply CAS for meeting the standards.

4) Make sure that the change
team 8) cooperates with client
standards and improves the licenses.
My philosophy

1) The world is chaotic although people pretend it's otherwise.

2) Seek hardship and the deep meaning will come.

3) Apply the methods to a CAS/FA fashion using SPC, Pareto, Design, Six Sigma etc.

4) The only person you can change is yourself, thus improve the universe.